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WILLIAM CARLOS WILLIAMS: A FIELD SYMPOSIUM
This symposium, honoring Williams's hundredth birthday,
is the fourth in a series that has proved so popular that we expect
to make it an annual feature. Previous symposia have honored
Stevens, Robert Francis and Montale. Next year's will be on Eli-
zabeth Bishop. Nominations for future years will be carefully
considered.
The premise of this series is quite simply that poets tend to
know good poems, to cherish them, and to be prepared to say,
with some encouragement, what precisely they value about
them. We simply ask poets to pick favorite poems and to write at
modest length about the exact nature of their enthusiasm. They
prove, not surprisingly, to be exemplary readers.
With Williams, the growing process of recognition and
appreciation in recent years has been interesting to watch. For a
time Williams seemed the property of certain admirers and imita-
tors. He was also the victim of certain simplifications passed
around among teachers, anthologists, critics and other poets.
Perhaps a certain amount of this was inevitable; perhaps Wil-
liams himself contributed to it. In any case, we are now beginning
to see the poet's true originality, range and accomplishment. Bi-
ographers and critics have helped. So has the process of reading
and listening, in classes and workshops. A poet once thought to
be mainly visual is now recognized as a consummate musician: a
line like "the stiff curl of wildcarrot leaf" has a profoundly Ameri-
can music that we can now listen to without encumbering prej-
udices. A poet thought to eschew ideas is understood to have
been a profound theoretician, willing to use his intellect more
directly and nakedly than most of his contemporaries and prede-
cessors: our notion that Eliot, for example, is very "deep," is fad-
ing fast, while Williams's intellectual complexities are still unfold-
ing. And a poet thought to have written only one or two kinds of
poem is recognized to have experimented relentlessly through a
long and productive life, with a canon of styles and forms un-
precedented in American poetry. Out of this joyous recognition
of a unique and major poet comes the group of essays that consti-
tute this symposium. We like their variety, their energy, their
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directness and enthusiasm, and we're pretty sure that the good
doctor from Rutherford, had he been around still at age 100 to















ON PURITY OF STYLE
And where a man may say that Pin-
dar many times praiseth highly victo-
ries of small moment , matters rather of
sport than of virtue . . . so indeed the
chieffault was in the time and custom of
the Greeks , who set those toys at so high
a price.
— Sir Philip Sidney
This is a small, painterly poem by the doctor who had wanted
perhaps to be a painter, whom the Armory Show of 1913 greatly
excited, whether or not he actually saw it, one of the early cham-
pions of the Cubists, a companion of artists. A painting in words
and, like some of the new painting, it seems to occupy a shallow,
severely delimited space, flat, one-dimensional. The objects are
sparse, mostly drab.* They seem disposed on the page in part as a
composition for the eye rather than the ear, yet rhythmically
still, for the ear, by way of a syntactical arrangement requiring
constant alertness. (The impression that this is an easy prose
sentence is an illusion.) The climax comes about largely because
the one touch of vivid color has been saved for the end — those
broken pieces of green bottle — a final appeal to the visual sense.
One of Williams' anthology pieces, it is so definitive an instance
of the art of limited means that it seems still to mark off, fifty or
so years later, one possible extreme of verbal expression. Doubt-
less the ground had been prepared by "In a Station of the Metro"
and other Imagist pieces, but the first effect, two generations
ago, can perhaps be imagined as mildly breathtaking, for those
able to respond at all. That so much, esthetically speaking, could
be claimed for so little! — the little gasp of astonishment remains
a part of the intended effect, however matter-of-fact the
delivery.
"Between Walls" is not of course a found object, not like Du-
champ's pickax, praised by Williams, though it does come
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comfortably close. Newspaper clippings, transactions of the pro-
ceedings of historical societies, letters from friends: only perhaps
items such as these could come closer to being truly found verbal
objects, and it would be years yet before Williams was to paste
such matter up into the large context of Paterson. Without some
larger context into which it might be seen as fitting, this small
early landscape suggests something like the art of the photo-
graph. The artist, Williams, frequent visitor at Stieglitz' old
gallery 291, intervenes only so far as to select what the eye of the
camera is to record. The objects as they are caught remain totally
static, though in some other poems belonging more or less to the
same genre, the well-known cat poem among them, we would
find movement. Here, however, the camera is a still camera.
What moves is the eye of the beholder, down the page, led by the
syntax, towards the visual climax: as the eye might trace the
composition of photograph or painting. The shortness of the
lines presumably is to ease, even to speed, this progress of the eye
downwards, aided by the preponderance of unsyntactical line
breaks. American, Williams thought it.
The complaint Sidney mentions is just such a complaint as
might be lodged against much of Williams, that the victories he
praises are of small moment; and the defense might well be, like
Sidney s of Pindar, a cultural excuse. We Americans value our
material objects, and Williams gives them back to us in words.
Beyond that was the drive to purify the dialect of the tribe; and in
the main American poetry was, when Williams started out, in
need of some purification, as periodically it has been ever since,
not taking purification to signify anything like genteel uplift. To
purify "American" was no mean cultural motive. Yet there is
more to be said, even of such small toys as Williams', to justify the
price we set on them.
Happened upon though their objects seem to be, they have
clearly been selected. The rhetorical stance may be to pretend
that the selection is random, but in "Between Walls" it is not. The
air of the casual is reassuring, but we are aware that the objects
have been rescued from our habit of neglect by the noticing eye
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of an observer superior to ourselves. The eye finds not only the
objects but a relation between them: it is at that instant that the
shutter clicks. To fix these things and their relation in a language
so transparent as Williams' stays here makes available to others
the interest and importance locked away till now in the "found."
And yet — and yet the act of choosing is a clue that points
through, or beyond, the objects themselves to the one who
chose, to the character of the perceiver and recorder, to his atti-
tudes, his values. Williams was, from all accounts, a solid egotist.
In other poems, early and late, he appears front-stage center, un-
abashedly, the happy genius of his household and townfull of
objects. Amazing that he should have managed in such poems as
"Between the Walls" the illusion of having withheld, even with-
drawn, himself; and more decisively than the enemy, Eliot, es-
pouser of the very doctrine of self-effacement, ever managed, or
so it may seem to us now.
In the face of such neglect as has surely been exaggerated—
by Williams himself as well as by his recent biographer — he held
confidently, even arrogantly, and certainly with good cause to his
own path, which was for him the right track, while persuading
himself and others that it was the only right track for everyone.
In the face of such suffering as he saw, being a doctor, and of such
ugliness, being a citizen of New Jersey, he remained, with under-
standable qualifications, an optimist, one who could go on for
years finding a certain joy and beauty practically anywhere, al-
most by inadvertence, one who did often praise victories of small
moment. This seems to me neither good nor bad in itself. It is
simply how he was. But the point is that this attitude, far from
being hidden in the bareness of the Imagist or Objectivistf
poems, is in fact revealed by them. Stevens, the surfaces of
whose poems are much more opulent, finds cause, as a rule, only
for the stoic resolution of a determined pessimist before the
American scene: "The empty spirit / In vacant space." His ac-
quaintance Williams, even between walls, where "nothing will
grow," among cinders, though it is in broken fragments, discov-
ers a green that actually shines. This object on which he focuses,
without being put through any of the usual rhetorical transfor-
mations of the verbal art, becomes, as placed, an image or em-
blem. And the glass reflects the man. It affirms, brightly.
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The notes above were set down for a lecture in 1967, and I
find myself now making a few changes to bring them up to date,
none of much consequence. As I see the case now, there is one
point these old notes seem to be driving at which never quite gets
articulated but which counts a lot for me these days. It seems
crucial, in fact; and especially so perhaps in view of the present
condition of American poetry. Far more than the reality of the
scene, which I nonetheless highly prize, I would call attention
now to the absolute purity of style achieved in this little master-
piece, and effortlessly achieved, rarely to be equalled even by Wil-
liams. Other poems by Williams — certainly poems by other
poets — are much richer in what they encompass, their vision is
deeper, the character of the poet stands as a more affecting hu-
man presence. Often enough the language is more brilliant. But
this poem is perfectly said. Lean, streamlined: and there is noth-
ing extra, no excrescence, no excess, no showing off; nor in-
deed any shortcoming whatever. We have what we see; we have
it exactly. Art can aspire higher and no doubt, at times, should.
But not always. I think of Wang Wei, the Chinese effect in gen-
eral, here naturalized. I begin to understand how a critic like Win-
ters can argue that the brief lyric may be greater than a complete
tragedy, since the lyric can hope for perfection, an unflawed
wholeness and unity. One of Williams' many admirers has writ-
ten of "Between Walls" that since "there is no living thing in the
poem — just a mockery of the color of growing plants — the
feeling of the poem is . . . sterile and airless." But this is the
result of an absurd prejudice, probably got up out of some all too
simple understanding of the organic and the natural. There is no
mockery in this green: imitation, yes, and, one might even sug-
gest, a certain pathos and bravery in the imitation. There is more
to it than that, but there is, just glintingly, that. Meanwhile we do
have also, thanking the muse of reality, pieces of a broken bottle,
the real thing, as good as any green leaf here. Like Breughel, the
poet saw it and with "grim / humor faithfully / recorded / it,"
confident that that was, if anything was, enough.
Williams in the fifties: "We were writing poems from the duneheap— the Ashcan School."
t"Between Walls" has been called both.
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DEDICATION FOR A PLOT OF GROUND
This plot of ground
facing the waters of this inlet
is dedicated to the living presence of
Emily Dickinson Wellcome
who was born in England, married,
lost her husband and with
her five year old son
sailed for New York in a two-master,
was driven to the Azores;
ran adrift on Fire Island shoal,
met her second husband
in a Brooklyn boarding house,
went with him to Puerto Rico
bore three more children, lost
her second husband, lived hard
for eight years in St. Thomas,
Puerto Rico, San Domingo, followed
the oldest son to New York,
lost her daughter, lost her "baby,"
seized the two boys of
the oldest son by the second marriage
mothered them — they being
motherless — fought for them
against the other grandmother
and the aunts, brought them here
summer after summer, defended
herself here against thieves,
storms, sun, fire,
against flies, against girls
that came smelling about, against
drought, against weeds, storm-tides,
neighbors, weasels that stole her chickens,
against the weakness of her own hands,
against the growing strength of
the boys, against wind, against
the stones, against trespassers,
against rents, against her own mind.
She grubbed this earth with her own hands,
domineered over this grass plot,
blackguarded her oldest son
into buying it, lived here fifteen years,
attained a final loneliness and —
If you can bring nothing to this place




William Carlos Williams is, arguably, our most American-
American poet — as distinguished from such hybrids as Stevens
(French-American), Eliot (British-American) and Pound (Italian-
American). “Americanism," for Williams, meant that the circum-
stances of poetry are local, the tone of poetry is personal, the
process of poetry is improvisational, and the subject of poetry is
reality.
“Dedication for a Plot of Ground" is one of those one-of-a-
kind poems, almost a “found" poem, a poem that is notable for its
strategy and organization and one or two key “moves" amidst
content that insists on its preeminence. I would understand if the
reader were to think it artless. For its artistry resides, in large
measure, in such seemingly unartistic “skills" and “talents" as
personal energy, a belief that reality may be the content of a
poem, feeling deeply without blurry eyes or fuzzy thoughts, and
(above all!) strong values — local in origin, stated without irony.
Williams' writing stands in evidence against what most po-
etry is and even against what most people say his work is. Amidst
the merely fanciful that dominates the poetry of any age, it
stands out still for its sense of worthy content. By example, Wil-
liams' poems oppose the mind-set of literary convention in gen-
eral, and the notion, in particular, that the naming of objects, the
accomplishment of literary forms, or the geometries of the imag-
ination are the actual subjects of poetry. Their method tilts to-
ward improvisation: an abandonment of the daily, reasonable
and restrained self to force, need, momentum and invention. In
Book Three, part III, of Paterson, Williams (over-)states his method:
“Only one answer: write carelessly so that nothing that is not
green will survive."
Because of such ideas and methods, Williams is sometimes
carried by his writing to a moment when words fail. That is, it
takes him to the point where poems accomplish what is most rare
and most worthy: they enlarge the silence. Hence, his work
stands in forceful opposition to that poetry of any time which
consists of lies, playful or weighty, which is based on theory,
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guesswork or manners, which is essentially entertainment, and
which only fills up the silence. Who was that Frenchman who
called artists "the elite of the servant class?"
Williams' work is badly misunderstood — of course. From
those poems of his we can only consider to have been finger exer-
cises, many readers have decided that his is a poetry of cadence
and object. Didn't he say, in Book One of Paterson, "Say it! No ideas
but in things."? Yes, but by Book Two, he has already amended it to
read: "No ideas but/in the facts"; and in Book Five, he writes: "You
can learn from poems/that an empty head tapped on/sounds hol-
low/in any language!"; and one has only to read such poems as
"These" and "The Descent" to see that he is a poet of intelligence
and ideas. His poems, graphs of a mind, are as good as they are
because his mind is as good as it is.
As for the "variable foot," the "triadic stanza" and the
"American idiom"— these were all ways to beat the conventional
poetic modes of his age and certain prevailing assumptions (still
with us) about the nature of poetry. The foot, he said, not being
fixed, must be variable. That was a way of using the vocabulary
of the other guys to get away with something, since the foot, not
being fixed, is not a foot. The triadic stanza — that was genius! —
derives, I believe, from Williams' sense of his strength in writing
— improvisation, taking the form of wildly various syntax — and
his need to use the poetic line with and against whatever sen-
tences energy, rapid association and "impure" diction might
throw up. His genius lay in having sensed so definitely that prose
can be poetry; that, indeed, it may be the prose of one's time that
furnishes the language and strategies for what emerges later as
the new poetry.
As for the American idiom, on the surface that means using
the language as it is, where you live. Underneath, however, it
signals a fundamental position on the nature of content. For if
the common lingo is fit for poetry, so is the common man and
woman. We are what we say.
Williams' "Dedication ..." is so simple, so crude, that,
were the essential terms of it given to us for imitation, we might
disdain the assignment as unpromising. "Write a poem," we
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would be told, "to be said over a piece of property. Catalog the life
of its owner. Keep going until you can't."
Ah, but how could one "assign" the emotion, or the values
that create it? Williams feels something from the start. In line
three, he dedicates the ground to the living presence of Emily
Dickinson Wellcome. (Yes, his father's mother was actually
named E. D. Wellcome.)
It is the actual, the thing or event which is its own best image
and metaphor, which engages Williams. And so he begins to take
stock of his grandmother's life. Just the outer events, you might
notice. She was born, married, widowed, transported, remarried,
and a second time widowed. She lost children, raised motherless
grandchildren, and tended her lawn here for fifteen years.
Sure, when the facts by themselves begin to lose their dis-
tinction in the general welter of a life, he adds a little something
to them: for example, "lived hardlfor eight years in St. Thomas,"
or "defended herself," which are the additions of language; or
"against flies, against girls/that came smelling about," which are
the additions, also, of imagination; or "against the growing
strength of the boys," which is the addition, in addition , of feeling
and thought.
And so Williams arrives, by means of memory, association,
momentum and improvisation, near to that silence where no
more can be said because everything which needed to be said has
been. What can he do, then, but return to the physical circum-
stances of the poem — the ground where somewhere she lies
buried, the ground right here which still bears her life. He begins
again from the plot of ground, and says what little is needed to
conclude the story. When the end is in sight — before, that is, it has
been stated — he merely interrupts the long litany of facts to say
what he has thought all along: that this plot of ground is dedi-
cated, not to a corpse, not to knowledge of death, not to fear, not
to lush wonder or pained beseeching of the infinite, but to the
living presence of one who lived, lived hard, and fought for her
values. She was not just a carcass. Hence, if you can bring noth-
ing but your carcass to this place (without bringing, say, intel-
ligence, values and feelings), you might as well stay away. She
was better than that.
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It is worth noticing the free verse of this poem. Lines three,
twenty and thirty-four end with the preposition "of," line seven
with "with," lines thirty and thirty-five with "against." Line
twenty-two is nothing more than the words "mothered them —
they being." Stanza one is seven times as long as stanza two, and
each stanza consists of only one sentence. Everyone knows why
these things are unacceptable, right? What everyone knows, no
one knows. Truisms are false. People are wrong. Williams is




DEDICATION FOR A PLOT OF GROUND
I would call the poem "a small (or large) machine made of
words" if it weren't for the absolute humanity of the perceptions.
Somehow Williams is both there and not there! In his prose he
says: "The trick is never to touch the world anywhere, leave
yourself at the door, walk in
"
Whenever I read Williams, I always have the sense that the
poem is an object distinct from the poet. Williams himself would
agree: "It is a popular superstition that a house is somehow the
possession of the man who lives in it. But a house has no relation
whatever to anything but itself." And yet, even though the poet
is only the architect of the poem, which upon completion is en-
tirely other, the connection between the man and what he makes
isn't completely broken. Williams also says: "The architect feels
the rhythm of the house drawing his mind into opaque partitions
in which doors appear, then windows and so on until out of the
vague or clearcut mind of the architect the ill-built or deftly-built
house has been empowered to draw stone and timbers into a
foreappointed focus."
Perhaps the poet has entered the poem, but in a way that
causes him to be opaque. I love that notion because it explains
why the poem can be so utterly simple— the poet doesn't intrude
by making intellectualized statements — and also why his intelli-
gence is nevertheless deeply there— camouflaged, enclosed in the
words, which instead of serving to reveal the poet's thoughts in
motion, serve to reveal physical objects in motion. As a result, the
words are things, and they almost seem to be writing themselves!
Or the poem itself seems to be drawing the words into a "foreap-
pointed focus."
In "Dedication for a Plot of Ground," Williams uses his mind
in a very particularized way to resist the onrush of words, to hold
them back, to let only some of the words fall through. Towards
the end of the poem, especially, the reader can begin to feel pres-
sure exerted against the descending flow of the words, and the
result is a sudden widening of the distance between the details.
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And here, if I list the things and people Emily Dickinson Well-
come defended herself against, I can't help but see the gaps be-
tween them: thieves, storms, sun, fire, flies, girls, drought,
weeds, storm-tides, neighbors, weasels, hands, boys, wind,
stones, trespassers, rents, and "her own mind."
The details are suddenly held apart, as if the intelligence,
under the pressure of emotion, were leaving things out. The
emotion itself, however, also seems to be causing the details to
coexist, to arrange themselves in exactly the right order. And,
finally, since the emotion of the poet has entered, he can fully
emerge to say those wonderful last two lines. Even so, he doesn't
call attention to himself, but to the reader. And that's what I love
about the poem. The poet doesn't bring his carcass here. Instead,
he leaves himself at the door, and walks in.
21
NANTUCKET
Flowers through the window
lavender and yellow
changed by white curtains —
Smell of cleanliness —
Sunshine of late afternoon —
On the glass tray
a glass pitcher, the tumbler
turned down, by which




WILLIAM CARLOS WILLIAMS AND THE VISUAL
When I began reading poetry, early in the 1940s, William
Carlos Williams was old news. At a bookstore, I picked up a copy
of New Directions 1937 : with Henry Miller, John Wheelwright,
Gertrude Stein, E. E. Cummings, William Saroyan, Richard
Eberhart, Delmore Schwartz, Kenneth Rexroth — and WCW's
"Paterson: Episode 17," the marvelous "Beautiful Thing" poem.
But by the end of the decade I was studying at college under new
critics, reading Blackmur and Empson, doing explication de text with
enthusiasm. We practiced on the well-surveyed countries of John
Donne and T. S. Eliot; we talked Eliot all day and wrote Eliot all
night. Whitman was off-bounds, impossible, an embarrassment,
the crazy cousin at the dinner party.
But what did we do with William Carlos Williams?
When I say "we," of course, I exclude Robert Creeley,
Charles Olson, Cid Corman, Louis Zukofsky, and others who
knew what to do with him — who attended not only to his poems
but to his theory. "We" is the rest, who swam with the new criti-
cal tide and found it exhilarating. Like Thomas Hardy, WCW
wrote poems which made it hard for us to explicate intellectual
complexity. We knew poems about a red wheelbarrow, the road
to the contagious hospital, and yachts, from anthologies like Un-
termeyer's and Williams's. A teacher loaned me a copy of The
Wedge. I bought The Pink Church. I liked him; everybody claimed to
like him — but I don't think we read him very well.
It was the convention then to praise Williams for his eye. Out
of recollections of Imagism, or what Imagism might have been,
we praised him and pigeonholed him. We condescended by admir-
ing him — and we ignored his inventions. Book One of Paterson
made some of us take notice: later books of Paterson rewarded at-
tention less. When he wrote the late, triadic poems, many readers
responded with more enthusiasm. It is still the late poetry — the
excellent Wisdom Literature which Williams turned to in his age
— by which he is best known, and not by the characteristic early
work. For me, his early work remains the most shocking and the
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most useful. "Nantucket" is typical of the early work — short,
stark, clear, relentless, ecstatic, with purity of speech and great
delicacy of sound.
Put "Nantucket" up against "A Valediction: Forbidding
Mourning" or "Lycidas" or "Ode to a Nightingale" or "Dover
Beach." Or put it against "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock,"
for that matter, with its honeyed Tennysonian conclusion; put it
against "Sunday Morning." If we measure a centipede against a
Japanese beetle, both are tolerably insects. But how are "Nan-
tucket" and "Epithalamion" both poems
?
These other poems as-
semble lines and images into an order of thinking, appropriately
complex, pendulum-arcs along the true path of ambivalence. But
"Nantucket" does not perform on this path. If you come to it out
of literary history (as opposed to reading with the naked eye,
which is always in short supply) it looks like something you
might call Imagism, and you start talking about "eye."
In reality, "Nantucket" has little to do with the movement
which Hulme and Flint cooked up in London before the Great
War; nor does it resemble HD's early lyrics, nor Pound's from the
time of Des Imagistes. In early WCW, maybe because of his rejec-
tion of his English father, his emphasis falls not on visual descrip-
tion but on the gestures of American speech, on the poem's visual
shape which enforces rhythm, and on something which we
might call a painterly stasis.
"Nantucket" has eye enough. But the visual adjectives are
general: "yellow," "white," "white" again; also the nouns: "cur-
tains," "sunshine," "tumbler," "a key ..." WCW does not
write about an oblong-ended, brass, Yale key; the curtains are
white but they are neither lace nor linen nor printed nor
wrinkled nor ironed. When he writes of "yellow/changed by
. . .
", the past participle is indirectly visual; the word asks recol-
lection to color the curtain, and the reader to alter the tints of
flowers as white curtains alter them. He does the same, in
another area of sense, with "Smell of cleanliness," giving us no
sense-image or metaphor, speaking in general or abstract lan-
guage. WCW is master of abstract language; "no ideas but in
things" has no things in it, only ideas.
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It is by his absences that we know a poet. WCW's absence of
striking particularities, and of unusual word-combinations and
metaphors, make a gesture of simplicity and naturalness in dic-
tion, speech-likeness. This is the true shock of WCW; he writes
plain talk. He writes nouns and adjectives, no verbs except "is
lying" and the past participles of "changed" and "turned"; not
much action here: the vision is breathless with nouns. Egalitarian
diction — no word better than its neighbor! — sets up "immacu-
late" to crash like a thunderball. Of course this violates egalitar-
ianism. Why use egalitarianism unless you violate it?
Although a tradition of English and American poets — like
Crabbe, Wordsworth, and Frost, Whitman to a degree— uses the
demotic, WCW in the twenties and thirties was the most shock-
ing. And he used it in connection with his other absence — of
ideas. Now idea-less-ness is not unprecedented, but critics and
professors teach and write about ideas rather than poems, which
leaves idealess poems off the agenda. Of course ideas are per-
fectly fine objects to stuff into the container of the poem: one
may add old shoes, emotions, industrial waste . . . Poems con-
tain everything like (in the words of the poet) the stomach of the
shark. Mother Goose is a wonderful poet not notable for ideas.
The academic neglect of Thomas Hardy's great poems derives
from the difficulty teachers find in discussing poems that lack
difficulty. Even Keats, in "To Autumn," writes a poem almost
immaculate of idea. Of course Keats's ode is not without sugges-
tions of value; it makes statement by shape — a quality we find in
music, in Greek vases, in architectural design, in painting and
sculpture, and for that matter in poems of intellectual content . . .
To Autumn," of course, does not share "Nantucket's" other
absence — of unusual or unusually arranged language; for a
poem that shares both absences we need another American.
Look at Whitman, not always, but here:
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A FARM PICTURE
Through the ample open door of the peaceful country barn,
A sunlit pasture field with cattle and horses feeding.
And haze and vista, and the far horizon fading away.
What a lovely small poem. One must qualify with a word like
"small" and one must be sure that the qualification is not conde-
scension . . . Or let met condescend to "A Farm Picture" and to
"Nantucket" only by acknowledging that they are not so ambi-
tious as "Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking" nor "Paterson
Book One." We may love Herrick without calling "Upon Julia's
Clothes" as great a poem as "The Garden." And in poems like
"Nantucket,""Upon Julia's Clothes," and "Bah-bah Black Sheep"
we begin to isolate poetry; it is more difficult to isolate the poetry
of "Church Monuments" because ideas and theology distract us.
WCW makes me think of Herrick in other ways. Both give us
models of joyous world-love. In "Nantucket" and in many other
poems, WCW enacts a joy — unpretentious, accomplished in ac-
tion not in reflection — like Herrick's double pleasure in Julia's
motions and in the language by which he embodies her motions.
Now WCW takes delight in his words also; no one is so scrupu-
lous in movement of line-break and rhyme: "yellow" picks up
"window" and harks back to "flowers"; consonants from "cur-
tains" return in "cleanliness"; the bang-bang percussive "glass
tray" is followed with "glass pitch-," "turned down," and "white
bed" . . .
In "Nantucket" ear does ten times what eye does. If we try a
portion in paragraph form — saying it aloud as if we were reading
from the newspaper — we have: "On the glass tray a glass
pitcher, the tumbler turned down, by which a key is lying . . .
"
Nothing. The line on the page does the thing, providing we hear
it according to its visual shape, the lines controlling rhythm and
enforcing speech-likeness. In the next to last line, he places a neat
pause between "the . . . " and the thunderball "immaculate —
then swiftly bang-bangs his coda: "white bed." Sound is scored by
WCW's re-invention of the page.
The re-invention of the page. In this sense — a visual method
for capturing speech — maybe WCW's eye was as important as
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we said, forty years ago. Let me try setting Whitman's "A Farm
Picture" into lines that imitate WCW's spacing. (My version is
arbitrary; other breaks might do just as well or better.) I omit








haze, vista, and the
far horizon
fading away
If it does not seem to resemble WCW, I mistake my point —
which is double: first, the absences of Whitman's poem anticipate
WCW (so does its emphatic stasis, which I will mention in a mo-
ment); second, the characteristic visual arrangement of WCW's
early work — with all its pausing — provides a considerable part
of the stylistic signature. Of course this Whitman poem, mis-
treated, lacks WCW's characteristic intimacies of sound, espe-
cially his frequent rhyming.
We need say one more thing about "Nantucket." Like many
poems by WCW, it takes pleasure in stasis. Meister Eckhart
among other mystics tells us what the soul longs for: repose. It is
worth noticing the relationship to still-life, and recollecting
WCW's closeness to his painter-friends. It is also worth remark-
ing that for many poets painting is the second art. The perspec-
tive of painting-values, as it were misapplied to the time-art of
poetry, suggests or necessitates a useful conflict, as words-in-
motion command stillness.
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"A Farm Picture" and "Nantucket" provide repose. I com-
pared "Nantucket" to "To Autumn" for its absence of ideas;
WCW's poem also resembles Keats's in the value it suggests for
the experience it embodies. This WCW poem does not begin by
saying "so much depends/ upon" but such insistence is implicit:
an intense, even ecstatic value placed upon the act of total atten-
tion, stasis become ecstasis, and soul flies out of body in aston-
ished, acute notation of experience.
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THE POLAR BEAR
his coat resembles the snow
deep snow
the male snow
which attacks and kills
silently as it falls muffling
the world
to sleep that
the interrupted quiet return
to lie down with us
its arms
about our necks
murderously a little while
David Walker
'THE POLAR BEAR"
The great achievement of Williams' late poetry is the lyric
structures he found to merge openly personal feeling with the
techniques of objectivism. Despite critical emphasis on discur-
siveness and didacticism in the late poems, at his best Williams
never surrendered to the excesses of Romantic subjectivism. He
found ways of measuring and controlling subjective experience,
not by translating it into metaphysical or symbolic structures,
but by objectifying it. Like Wallace Stevens, Williams sought not
to stress the poet's anonymity by adopting fictional masks, and
thus enforcing the division between writer and work, but in es-
sence to construct a self within the poem by centering it on a pro-
cess of consciousness or act of vision.
"The Polar Bear" is a good example. At first it seems to repre-
sent one of the most common romantic forms, a discursive medi-
tation on an object in nature. But to read the poem is an expe-
rience altogether different from reading Frost's "The Oven Bird"
or Lawrence's "Snake," which attempt to communicate the poets'
subjective impressions as though to an auditor. The movement
of Williams' poem is so internalized, so intuitive, that it is difficult
to say precisely even what its subject is. But as it forces us to
adopt its perspective, it provides a vision that is powerfully evoc-
ative and mysterious.
The poem opens conventionally, even banally, with a de-
scriptive analogy intended to express the appearance of its osten-
sible subject. But immediately the syntax loosens and the rhythm
breaks: the sentence loops back on itself to explore the image so
obsessively that by the end of the stanza the snow has replaced
the polar bear as the focus of attention. Or rather, the bear be-
comes a sort of submerged metaphor expressing itself through
the murderous violence of the snow. Normal logic in the form of
descriptive simile gives way to irrational vision. Nothing about
the bear's coat requires the associations that emerge.
The second stanza pursues these developments farther.
Rather than returning to the description of the bear, it continues
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within the same sentence to shift the perspective again: the vio-
lence of the snow is muffled and merged with sleep. By this point
the reader must abandon all expectations about where the poem
will lead; in fact, the illusion is that it is not leading at all, but
following the unpremeditated course of mind in reverie or
dream. In the seventh line, "that" is an extremely ambiguous
connective — presumably meaning "in order that," but the syn-
tax here is very loose — and in the next line it is unclear whether
"quiet" is an adjective or a noun, and whether "return" is a noun
or a verb. To stop and attempt to puzzle these questions out is to
assume there is a clear statement one is not "getting." This is
precisely the wrong response. The poem works to establish a
powerfully imaginative perspective, a vision in which cold and
violence and sleep and death are inextricably tied, and the pur-
pose of its stylistic eccentricities is to force us into the world.
Thus drawn in, we are apt to find the last stanza both chilling
and exhilarating. It is at the same time simple and enormously
mysterious, given what precedes it: the "it" whose arms encircle
our necks is the quiet, the snow, and even the bear at once, and
the death with which it threatens us is also a kind of love and a
kind of sleep. By proceeding intuitively and suggestively, Wil-
liams involves us in the experience even if we only dimly under-
stand it; indeed, the sense that it can only be evoked indirectly
seems crucial to the paralysis, the hibernation, that gradually




the dog won't have to
sleep on his potatoes
any more to keep them
from freezing
he's dead
the old bastard —
He's a bastard because
there's nothing







any breath in it
He's nothing at all
he's dead
shrunken up to skin
Put his head on
one chair and his
feet on another and
he'll lie there
like an acrobat —
Love's beaten. He




he's here needing a
shave and making love
an inside howl
of anguish and defeat —
He's come out of the man
and he's let




rolled up out of
the light — a mockery
which
love cannot touch —
just bury it




W. C. WILLIAMS ON DEATH
Every author absorbs a certain number of his contemporar-
ies or ancestors into himself. It is a rather accidental process,
something like the choice of one's lifelong companion: one takes
what turns up on the way. Poets do not undertake exhaustive
research to become themselves. Some national literatures are
nearly saturated with the quality and quantity of domestic pro-
duction, and a foreign, usually translated, more or less important
author is regarded as a rarity, as some above-the-usual-standard
information from somewhere else. However, there are litera-
tures — and Czech serves as a good example — that move con-
stantly in the atmosphere of both their own and translated pro-
duction; and a certain percentage of authors can speak one or two
foreign languages to be able to read original poetry. Foreign au-
thors are then received as an integral developmental component,
either initiating or confirmatory; they become not only a part of
one's erudition, but they are a subject that is even less of a taboo
than the domestic writer in terms of adopting his field of action.
The foreign author, particularly the author we find on our
own and can read in his or her language, is sometimes regarded as
one's personal invention; because we often meet authors just
once, in one book or one poem, we do not share their evolution,
lights and shadows; they are more of a literary source than an
interfering person. Their source is received and somewhat
changed by the local literary context. They get permanent credit
for the transfer, for possible faults in translation and mistakes in
understanding. It can be said that William Carlos Williams is
quite markedly present in Czech poetry. The sixties' generation
of poets was familiar with him — Desert Music was published in
Czech in 1964, as well as a selection from the earlier and later
poems, Pictures from Brueghel and Paterson — Part I; but I was sur-
prised to discover that at least one of the young poets knew him
well.
For me Williams was a personal invention. I think somebody
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must have told me — I'm sure you know him, he's a doctor like
you. So I felt an apriori liking for him and I got his Selected Poems
from New Directions. I found he was my kind of man, in fact my
pediatrician, although pediatrics is not my line. He certainly
healed the children's diseases of my own production, he was
there as I progressed from rhyme and meter to free verse and
dissected lines, or enjambment, and he delighted me by the poetic
use of a thing as itself. For me he was the world blessing of a
statement by Vitezslav Nezval, a Czech poet: "Poetry in which
the word garlic doesn't fit is somewhat alienated from man." In
1961, I quoted as a motto, in Czech, a whole poem by Williams:
We/have/ microscopic/ anatomy/of the whale/ this/is/ reassur-
ing. Because the translator of my poem with this motto could not
find Williams's original, it is a wrong version in English — Selected
Poems (Penguin Books, p. 23): see how much I took possession of
Williams.
Only my shyness in the use of mottoes and dedications pre-
vented me from quoting some twenty other Williams poems. I
would have certainly quoted his poem "Death." It is one of those
poems one feels one missed, perhaps by the skin of one's teeth.
The poem is based on a steep and shocking statement about
death as the dead person's fault and shame. That's how I see it, I
don't know about you. I know no other poem about death like
th is one. It is shocking in its logic. But this logic is not so much
autoptic as it is humanly consequential. If survival until a very old
age and a high degree of dementia is regarded as worthy of re-
spect, then the loss of life is without honor . . . He's let the man
go-
In the generally customary approach, the dead person is the
victim of a demon, a painful transformation, a loser in an uneven
fight, a permanent memento of the innocent sufferer, a return
into something, for instance decomposition, a lesson for a clinical
doctor, a relic of merit. Here the dead person is a clown and it's all
his fault anyway. That, I think, is a hell of a subject.
The poem "Death" begins with a direct statement, and in the
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second line it jumps suddenly to the unpredictable image of a dog
who doesn't have to keep his potatoes from freezing anymore, no
doubt an abandoned dog and poor potatoes. It is a strange jump,
maybe a little comical, and certainly slightly irreverent. For me it
even implies some social sympathy. It is in fact the only more
extensive and specifying image in the whole poem. But instead of
sympathy you get the direct blow, direct curse, old bastard, and a
direct accusation of the loss of legitimacy. The repetition of "he's
dead" in the twelfth line could almost end the poem, the argu-
ment and the image are finished, and nothing new and radical
will be said now. It is a poem of a single idea.
The essential feature of this poem is the decision to maintain
the initial high level of consternation and to accumulate without
a noticeable construction more and more depraving denotations:
sick-dead, curio, acrobat, he-who beat love, not shaven, insuffer-
able, defeated one, liar with eyes rolled up out of / the light/ . . .
The deepest accusation — "He's nothing at all"— comes in fact in
the 18th line and there is no further gradation until the last
strophe but one; individual strophes give the impression of being
incidental rather than intentional. Due to this the poem assumes
an authenticity of a verbal expression of high emotional tension,
it becomes a series of randomly shouted pejoratives, a stream of
argument of the speaker with the person who is now only an
inside howl.
The dead person is illuminated from various aspects by the
lightnings of accusation — accusation in a hurry — and he takes
on a peculiar tangible and obvious character, which could hardly
be achieved by a string of great metaphors and which would be
impossible in a gentle description. In the weak light of panic, the
memory registers the outlines of this embarrassing object:
somebody who assumed human appearance, a parasite of human
relationships, such as love, neither man nor no-man, but a body
snatcher with all the anatomical details. And in the end a hint
of gradation after all, conclusive gradation — not even he, but it.
In Lorca's enormously suggestive poem "Death, published
as it happens in Field 28, one cannot forget the image, "What a
strain/ for the dog to become the swallow!/." Maybe 1 11 forget all
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the words and metaphors from Williams's poem., all except the
dog on the potatoes, but I'll not forget the dead man. I don't know
any more unforgettable dead person, although I once had to do
autopsy on a few hundred dead.
In this aspect, the poem "Death" very accurately documents
a method: things uncovered by ornamental words remain en-
grams more often than things treated verbally in the whole ex-
tent and power of poetic gifts. This dead man is just as unforget-
table as Williams's whale, old woman, red wheelbarrow and
waterfall. And the poem springing from a specific decision,
maybe a so-called dryly intellectual decision, produces a highly
emotional impact. It is an emotional poem against routine emo-
tion, a cynical — to curse a dead man cannot be called by another
word in a civil context — film against the cynicism of sentiment.
I read this poem with a bias because I agree with its central
argument, but I think that even without this agreement its pro-
vocative force will not be hurt. In fact, if it were introduced in our
official literary medium — which has not happened yet — it
would bring about many readers' letters because of vulgarity and
inhumanity — and the author is a doctor! Perhaps even a discus-
sion, and the poem would become a small, not quite literary
whirlwind. That would also be an interesting aspect of transfer,
reading and impact.
It might seem strange to Doctor Williams, but he would soon
realize he got to the place where poetry is still regarded as a very
serious matter.
















a man it rose
again rolling
with the wind over
and over to be as
it was before.
Charles Simic
STREETS STREWN WITH GARBAGE
It is the ordinary, the overlooked, the quotidian, the sup-
posedly familiar and commonplace that is the place of the miracu-
lous, the numinous. Williams made it his life-task to show that,
and he did it with a rigor of a Euclid or a Galileo. Consider the
simple and not so simple little poem at hand.
Poetry is made out of words and time. That's what the title
reminds me of. It refers to a time or period through which some-
thing lasts and to which limits have been set. In other words, a
limited, definite extent of time during which something exists,
lasts, or is in progress. Truth, for example.
We also say, "the two were on terms of great intimacy," or
we say, "they fought on equal terms." This is how one speaks of
love and drama. Even a short poem must have a bit of both.
"The Term" is an example of Williams at his best. Nothing
happens in the poem; everything happens.
Williams knew that anything clearly seen and severely
framed can be a poem providing one glimpses in it a polarity. I
mean, something needs to occur and you can't have an occur-
rence without dialectics. The genius of Williams is that he real-
ized that even the littlest event has the whole world in it, pro-
viding one pays close attention.
The issue here is identity and difference. We think, to every
being as such there belongs an identity unique to itself. We know
things by their difference. We claim, something is unlike any-
thing else in the world.
I suppose this is the way in which representational thinking
usually works until the old demon of analogy begins to take in-
terest. In his domain, resemblance is the only law. Things resem-
ble each other. No point denying that. But — there's always that





Says Williams and puts a period at the end. Not true. There's
no end. The whole process will begin again and again, but in
other terms. In the meantime, we are left with this paper which
rises unlike a man to go on being forever suspended between the
thing itself and what it resembles. A kind of "indeterminate im-
mediacy"— which happens to be Hegel's definition of Being. The
truth is that something simultaneously is and is not, that it is not
just one or the other but both together that matter. A seeming
self-contradiction in the manner of that supremely metaphysical
figure of speech, the oxymoron. "The uncertain certainty" is
what Emily Dickinson called it, and it has been a source of ever-
lasting delight to poets and philosophers.
Williams' imagist poems teach monastic virtues: attention




The old black-man showed me
how he had been shocked
in his youth
by six women, dancing
a set-dance, stark naked below





his gestures, against the
tiled wall of the dingy bath-room,
swished with ecstasy to





One of the marvelous things about "Canthara" is that it
needs no explanation, and that it was written without an expla-
nation in mind. It is a poem about an old man remembering the
wild days of his youth; it is a poem celebrating the simple joy, and
the humor, of sexuality; it is a poem that honors energy, and
faith, and ecstasy; it is a "small" poem, touching a brief moment
in time; it is a slightly pedantic poem, teaching the value of sensu-
ality, in all its wholesome and unwholesome forms, in producing
"lasting happiness"; it is a poem of mimicry, and therefore it is the
expression of a neglected or abused person or class; it is a poem
touching on dancing, the one art form that Williams revered, be-
cause of its primitiveness, because of its expressiveness, perhaps
because of its wordlessness; it is a happy poem, without one sad
or miserable thought to it; it is a poem celebrating the poor and
the neglected — even the abandoned — and one showing the
virtues and values in that overlooked life; it is a poem, like dozens
of others that Williams wrote, about Blacks, and their secret
knowledge and their suffering and their joy and their wisdom
and their final joyous affirmation, (whatever it's worth, his
view); and it is a poem where the speaker, as always, is a lonely
observer, and in exile, and in longing. A longing that Williams
would express many years later in "Asphodel" as he encounters
an "ambassador" in outrageous garb —his father, an angel from
the other world, his own blurred and confused image in the sub-
way window— but again a mysterious agent, again full of power
and dignity and strangeness. And again black.
There are many poems like "Canthara" in Williams' work,
small set pieces, moments in time, sketches and observations.
They reflect, or seem to reflect, a passing mood. They are jottings
in a notebook, journal entries. They are written quickly, not la-
bored over. They are spontaneous. Yet they reveal, in their ac-
cumulation, a coherent aesthetic and philosophic position, albeit
a "position" arrived at by passionate and obedient listening, the
poet's method. Williams, in a loose and general way, can be iden-
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tified with the race of anti-Victorians who, in their thousands,
thought life could be renewed and enjoyed and understood by
turning away from the prurience and repression of the late nine-
teenth century in Europe and America; and he could as well be
identified with the race of anti-colonialists, domestic and foreign,
who thought life could be remade, and transformed, through
new modes of political organization, and changes of heart, and
renewals of lost wisdom. He is a brother to Henry Miller and a
brother to Eugene Debs, even if the two of them would be most
uncomfortable with each other on their respective front porches.
Or privies. And he taps both sources. In this kind of thinking, and
feeling, he is almost alone in his generation, and he anticipates by
many years the visions of later artists and revolutionaries, who
finally saw the connection between the two modes. Every single
poem does not contain all the elements. "Canthara" is a sexual
poem, not a political poem, and there are some that are strictly
political. Although a case could be made, in the manner of Freud
or Marcuse, that the concentration, and the intense memory, of
sexual joy is a peasant, or working class, or at least "lower" class
passion, a kind of "monstrous" response to idleness or exclusion
from busy-ness, just as such passion and concentration prevent
the "appropriate" commitment to work, and therefore the poem
has economic and political overtones. Or tones. Here Freud and
Carnegie and Stalin were all in agreement, although things have
become a little mixed and confused in the twentieth century's
second part, particularly in the non-socialist and exhausted west.
Certain poems come to mind. "To a Poor Old Woman,""The
Return to Work," "The Girl with the Honey-colored Hair," "A
Negro Woman," "Trees," "Drink," "Impromptu, the Suckers,"
Franklin Square," "A Rosebush in an Unlikely Garden," "Ap-
proach to a City,""The Hard Core of Beauty,""The Men,""To a
Dog Injured in the Street," "Proletarian Portrait." Poems about
sooty sparrows and locust trees and blessed idiots. "Elsie." With-
out Wordsworth's measure, and distance. What was Williams do-
ing? He was, as he says in the terrifyingly beautiful chapter from
his autobiography called "The Practice," listening to the "under-
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ground currents," the "secret springs." In the lives of the sick and
the neglected. His patients. His bias is immense. Truth comes from
ordinary people. There is only one poem, to which we all attest. The "presence
"
cannot be captured and exploited by the academy. Something enormous
stood between the ego and the poem. What it was gave him his




Constantly near you, I never in my entire
sixty-four years knew you so well as yesterday
or half so well. We talked. You were never
so lucid, so disengaged from all exigencies
of place and time. We talked of ourselves,
intimately, a thing never heard of between us.
How long have we waited? almost a hundred years.
You said. Unless there is some spark, some
spirit we keep within ourselves, life, a
continuing life's impossible — and it is all
we have. There is no other life, only the one.
The world of the spirits that comes afterward
is the same as our own, just like you sitting
there they come and talk to me, just the same.
They come to bother us. Why? I said. I don't
know. Perhaps to find out what we are doing.
Jealous, do you think? I don't know. I
don't know why they should want to come back.
I was reading about some men who had been
buried under a mountain, I said to her, and
one of them came back after two months,
digging himself out. It was in Switzerland,
you remember? Of course I remember. The
villagers tho't it was a ghost coming down
to complain. They were frightened. They
do come, she said, what you call
my "visions." I talk to them just as I
am talking to you. I see them plainly.
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Oh if I could only read! You don't know
what adjustments I have made. All
I can do is to try to live over again
what I knew when your brother and you
were children — but I can't always succeed.
Tell me about the horse show. I have
been waiting all week to hear about it.
Mother darling, I wasn't able to get away.
Oh that's too bad. It was just a show;
they make the horses walk up and down
to judge them by their form. Oh is that
all? I tho't it was something else. Oh
they jump and run too. I wish you had been






great poem /7The Horse Show 77 is of
that personal range in his work that includes
7/A Unison 77 and 7/At
Kenneth Burke's Place
77
and "Burning the Christmas Greens
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and the poems to D. H. Lawrence and Lord Madox Ford and the
wonderful poem to the asphodel, that greeny flower. The cooler,
authority poems, like
77Tract 77 and "Spring and All" and "To Elsie"
and "The Yachts," speak from a harder, flintier, more elliptical
part of his idiom. Perhaps the difference is age; his poems warm
up, soften at the edges, yield to the narrative as he gets older. It's
as if the famous plum poem, the one in which he's sorry, had
found, in later life, its fuller emotional expression. He's no
longer, like Yeats in his sixties, preoccupied with form, either as
counterculture or experiment. He is ofform . That may be why the
later poems offer the invitation and generosity of richness, con-
fidence, and embrace. But I don't mean to imply that he became
Uncle Santa; he could still look out his window in Rutherford,
New Jersey, at seventy-three, and say that there's a lot of bas-
tards out there.
"The Horse Show" is a love poem, and it's also an elegy —
actually it's a poem about lost opportunities. Yet the son and
mother are reconciled by the end, if not with each other exactly
then reconciled to the idea of what is past, passing, and to come.
The son is sixty-four, the mother in her nineties. Part of the
power of the poem's argument is the age of both contestants and
the fact that only now, only this late in their lives, have they
begun to reach an understanding, though they may be under-
standing different things. After a lifetime, it seems, Williams and
his mother have finally talked, "of ourselves, /intimately, a thing
never heard of between us." And it's just happened, yesterday.
The mother's realization is absolute, like the discovery of hon-
esty: There is no other life," she says, "only the one." It is all we
have. So she speaks of the world of spirits and how they come,
just like her son now, to visit and talk. She is almost a century old.
She wants to know why the spirits come to bother her, if they are
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jealous. Williams doesn't know. Instead he tells her a story, a
ghost story, about a man who survives an avalanche and after
two months comes back to his village. The villagers think he's a
ghost come back to complain. At which point the mother com-
plains about not being able to read — ghost stories or otherwise.
She is practically a ghost herself, her body in her bones; and half
blind. All she has is memory. "All/I can do is to try to live over
again/what I knew . . . ''Memory, though, is fallible. She wants
to hear something new and has been waiting all week to hear
about the horse show. But Williams fails her — "I wasn't able to
get away." No matter. It was only the horses put through their
paces. "Oh is that/all? I tho't it was something else."
Oh
they run and jump too. I wish you had been
there, I was so interested to hear about it.
The poignancy of the exchange is dramatized, of course,
through Williams' marvelous submersion of the dialogue into the
text of the encounter— an afternoon's visit, "disengaged from all
exigencies/of place and time." Although the poet takes pains to
differentiate who is speaking, the intimacy, the immediacy of the
exchange is directly the result of the blurring of such distinc-
tions. The capacities of Williams' use of dialogue in this poem are
obvious on the first reading. The block form of the stanzas helps
to further, to intensify the power of the blurring of the dialogue.
The exchange is real, formal. The greatness of the poem, how-
ever, transcends the apparent technique. Williams has told a
story, truly a ghost story, and he is one of the ghosts. The plea-
sure of his poem is practically Jamesian, insofar as the speaker
participates in an event its author better comprehends. The horse
show of the week before is an experience neither mother nor son
has had, yet it's one of the reasons they are together this day,
yesterday. It may be the single most, superficial reason. By the
time it comes up in the poem, at the end, it cannot help but take
on the gravity of the world of spirits, the world, as William Gass
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once called it, within the word. It's their mutual acceptance of the
reality of the word over the exigencies of time that reconciles the
complaints, the worries in this poem. And Williams sitting there,
his mother still wondering what a horse show is, is, like her, of
the word. The word written, yes; but even more, the word
spoken, from the spirit into the silence. In the course of words
here Williams comes to love his mother's spirit, that which is
passed to sons.
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THE BIRTH OF VENUS
Today small waves are rippling, crystal clear, upon the pebbles
at Villefranche whence from the wall, at the Parade Grounds of
the Chasseurs Alpins, we stood and watched them; or passing
along
the cliff on the ledge between the sea and the old fortress, heard
the long swell stir without cost among the rock's teeth. But we
are not there! — as in the Crimea the Black Sea is blue with waves
under a smiling sky, or be it the Labrador North Shore, or
wherever
else in the world you will, the world of indolence and April; as,
November next, spring will enliven the African coast southward
and we not there, not there, not there!
Why not believe that we shall be young again? Surely nothing
could be more to our desire, more pebble-plain under a hand's
breath
wavelet, a jeweled thing, a Sapphic bracelet, than this. Murder
staining the small waves crimson is not more moving — though
we strain
in our minds to make it so, and stare.
Cordite, heavy shells falling on the fortifications of Sebastopol,
fired by the Germans first, then by the Russians, are indifferent
to
our agony— as are small waves in the sunlight. But we need not
elect
what we do not desire. Torment, in the daisied fields before Troy
or at Amiens or the Manchurian plain is not
of itself the dearest desired of our world. We do not have to die,
in bitterness and the most excruciating torture, to feel! We can
lean on the wall and experience an ecstasy of pain, if pain it must
be, but a pain of love, of dismemberment if you will, but a pain
of almond blossoms, an agony of mimosa trees in bloom, a
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scented cloud! Even, as old Ford would say, an exquisite sense of
viands. Would there be no sculpture, no painting, no Pinturic-
chio, no
Botticelli — or frescos on the jungle temples of Burma (that the
jungles
have reclaimed) or Picasso at Cannes but for war? Would there
be
no voyages starting from the dunes at Huelva
over the windy harbor? No Seville cathedral? Possibly so. Even
the quietness of flowers is perhaps deceptive. But why must we
suffer
ourselves to be so torn to sense our world? Or believe we must so
suffer to be born again? Let the homosexuals seduce whom they
will
under what bushes along the coasts of the Middle Sea
rather than have us insist on murder. Governments are defeats,
distor-
tions. I wish (and so I fail). Notwithstanding, I wish we might
learn of an April of small waves — deadly as all slaughter, that we
shall die soon enough, to dream of April, not knowing why we
have been
struck down, heedless of what greater violence.
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Paul Mariani
THE BIRTH OF VENUS
"The Birth of Venus" was published in the Rome-based
magazine, Botteghe Oscure, in 1948 . On the surface of it, this is
another of Williams's spring poems celebrating once more the
return of the goddess into the poet's world. The goddess — or the
Godhead, as he calls her in another poem — is nothing less than
the feminine principle of regenerativity (to phrase it more ab-
stractly than Williams himself might have liked) figured doubly
as Persephone and Venus. Does not the title itself point to Botti-
celli's painting of that name in the Uffizi, before which Williams
had twice stood: first in March of 1910 when he toured Italy with
his brother Ed in his twenty-seventh year, and again with his
wife fourteen years later during another March, this one in 1924 .
It is a world of springtime Williams evokes in this poem, a world
stirred into realization by the memory itself. The rhythms of the
poem underscore this meditation. What Williams uses here is a
five-line stanza with an uncharacteristically long line which can
expand or contract to anywhere between four and seven stress
units of what appears to be quantitative measure. And if it were
not for the forward momentum of the poem's meaning, the need
to get said what must be said, one would read the rhythm as slow,
stately, meditative, the phrasal units creating at least two medial
caesurae within each line. The effect of this is that the poem's
tensions work against themselves, so that in one sense the poem
reads like a hurried and pained reflection on a world quickly go-
ing to hell and in another level reads as a rehearsal for the long
poem Williams would begin composing in the step-down triadic
foot (that long, maxi-Alexandrine line with its own two pro-
nounced caesurae) four years later in "Of Asphodel, that Greeny
Flower." In both poems it is the Keats of the odes which informs
if not the pace then certainly the strategy of the meditation on
absence and desire.
Consider how Williams begins "The Birth of Venus by mak-
ing vivid to the mind's eye what the second stanza will take away.
It is an evocation, this opening, of that February springtime Wil-
liams and Floss had experienced together a quarter of a century
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before, the play of waves on the Mediterranean at Villefranche in
southern France, whether in sunny, calm weather or in storm.
We know from the diary Williams kept at the time how intensely
he watched the waves for some sign. And the speaker of this
poem knows that today, even as he thinks about them, the waves
again
are rippling, crystal clear, upon the pebbles
at Villefranche whence from the wall, at the Parade Grounds
of the Chasseurs Alpins, we stood and watched them; or passing along
the cliff on the ledge between the sea and the old fortress, heard
the long swell stir without cost among the rock's teeth. But we
are not there!
Here the seaswell phrasing and the connective tissue of the
syntax itself draw us forward from line to line in growing expec-
tation until, in near despair, the speaker (and we) are pulled up
short. Now, at 65, Williams has seen the world altered by the
cataclysm of the Second World War. In a letter written a few
years earlier, he had confessed that he had no desire to return to
France since the France he had known in the mid-1920s had been
altered by the war beyond what he was ready to accept. But at
least the changing and unchanging waves would not have al-
tered. How beautiful to stand before those waves and to listen.
But we are not there, he cries, not there this April to see the
waves lapping the shore and not there — even more importantly
— in our imaginations, even though, he has reminded us, it
would be money in our pockets to value such things. But this is
the world of the new cold war which has swept over our world so
soon after the end of the war itself. And yet, Williams risks, is not
the Black Sea this April also "blue with waves / under a smiling
sky"? As (again) with the North American coast — the Labrador
North Shore, for example, up which he and Floss had sailed in the
summer of '31, when Williams, drawn to those icy waters, had
been — he tells us — the only one on their cruise ship to strip and
dive into those icy waters, slicing his stomach in the process on
those Venusian shells lining the water's shallow bottom.
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Spring is here, Williams cries, here in Russia and France and
in America, a spring indifferent to national boundaries and doing
all it can to thaw the Cold War, just as, when the world has
turned to bask its other side half a year hence, spring will begin
again to "enliven the African coast southward." And again, Wil-
liams repeats with growing alarm, "we not there, not there!" And
we understand now with that refrain-like lament that that is the
plight exactly of the dead: not to be there.
"Why not believe that we shall be young again?," Williams
asks with a rhetorical directness and urgency characteristic of
this new, late strain in his work. It is a rhetoric which goes
beyond, simply, the earlier phrasing of "so much depends upon"
or the mandarin wryness of "rather notice, mon cher." We will see
this newer strain of address in "Asphodel" and in "For Daphne
and Virginia," something brought on by the sense of time run-
ning out and the need to say what has to be said, as directly as the
poet can. Is it not what we desire, Williams asks, this persistence
of springtime in our lives, the possibility of holding onto our
youth, the Sapphic bracelet spotted under the waves in the
mind's eye as new now as when it was first made those thousands
of years ago. It is an artifact as replete with nostalgias as any
Grecian urn.
And yet it is death we keep hearing about, the deaths of sol-
diers on beaches like Villefranche with its once-sleepy French
garrison, only now those beaches have names more familiar to
Williams's first audience: Omaha Beach and Juno, low Jima,
Okinawa. For it is not death which colors the "small waves crim-
son"? It is an image which seems to have obsessed Williams's im-
agination in these late years: the bodies of young men lying face
down or half buried in the sands or bobbing face up at sea, and it
may owe something — this preoccupation — to Williams's daily
worry about his two Navy sons: Bill serving with the Navy Sea-
bees in the far Pacific, Paul on destroyer duty in the North Atlan-
tic. We will see this drift out into the crimson sea again and again
in the last pages of Paterson IV, even as another war was beginning
in Asia, this one in a place called Korea. Do we not believe that
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war is inevitable, Williams suggests, and so consume our daily
drafts of poison from the news Mithradates-like, preparing for
the final catastrophe?
But about life and eros and springtime, about the gentleness
of eternal spring we are less certain. The shells which ripped Se-
bastopol, for example, a fortress-city 'Tired by the Germans first,
then by the Russians/' remain indifferent to our agony. Not, of
course, Williams is quick to add, that sunlight playing on the
waves is any less indifferent to our cries. The difference, there-
fore, is in us. But at least we need not choose to fix our imagina-
tions on death. It is a crucial observation for the poet approaching
his own end. We do not have to dwell on the human torment that
informs so much of the Iliad, for example, or the various battle-
fields of Amiens, or the reported atrocities during the Japanese
invasion of Manchuria in the 1930s, even now with China, like
Russia, becoming the new enemy to be feared.
Nor do we need to sacrifice our lives in skirmishes with
death (our own or — vicariously — the deaths of others) to ap-
pease the gods within us in order to feel, Williams insists. Life is
gentler than that, ready to share its pleasures, if only we would
let it. Thus Williams, in his own version of the Paterian esthetic.
Let us rather experience the exquisite pain of "almond blossoms"
or "an agony of mimosa trees in bloom," he offers instead, even
the "sense of viands," as his friend, dear Fordie — Ford Madox
Ford — dead now and buried in Provence, had time and again
reminded him. The poem is constructed on this double-edged
principle of the death-like things Williams would reject and the
absence of the beautiful thing he would make present to the im-
agination. "I see a schoolboy when I think of him," Ille says to Hie
in Yeats's Ego Dominus Tuus, "With face and nose pressed to a
sweet-shop window . . . Shut out from all the luxury of the
world [to make] luxuriant song." Keats. There is much of Keats
in this most American of poets and surely loss is a large part of
their likeness to each other.
The argument goes that art and beauty must have their
blood sacrifice, that the flowering of a culture is based on the
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bone meal of thousands of victims who served to make that
flower bloom. Williams knew the arguments and he even knew
their validity. And yet . . . would there be no Pinturicchio, no
Picasso, no Botticelli/' he asks, "no frescos on the jungle temples
of Burma, no cathedrals even, no Columbus starting out from
Huelva to discover the beautiful thing over the wide waters, but
for the exorbitant costs of death and war? Perhaps, Williams real-
izes, perhaps he is a fool. Perhaps the world of flowers is itself
filled with its own internecine strife, as one flower crowds out or
succumbs finally to another, so that the quietude such a pastoral
world evokes is merely a lie. Perhaps. But must we, Williams asks
again, imitating the very polarities of the poem itself, must we fill
our imaginations with images of death before we can feel we
have earned the right to enjoy the world? Must we constantly
undergo a physical or imaginative death in order "to be born
again"? That last phrase resonates, of course, with traditional
religious significance. For what the poem asks during this partic-
ular April is if indeed we need Good Friday before we can again
experience a new eastering.
The tension bonding this poem together suggests that Wil-
liams's answer to this question is yes, even though the answer
Williams provides in terms of the poem's rhetoric is otherwise.
For what the poem's structure tells us is that spring is made
sweeter because we know that soon enough death will take it and
eventually the perceiving I with it. What is there to do, then?
Forget restrictions, forget taboos, sanctions, punishments, and
let Eros — even in its culturally forbidden manifestations —
flourish where and as they will. "Let the homosexuals seduce
whom they will," Williams nearly shouts in his poem. Let them
seduce whomever they will "under what bushes along the coast
of the Middle Sea II rather than have us insist on murder." For are
not all governments, he adds, by the fact that they are govern-
ments, an acknowledgment that the human dream of eternal
spring has been defeated? Why do we check our impulses with
something far worse, Williams asks? Why do we allow a pornog-
raphy of violence and death to flourish, shells exploding every-
where, while we shun the lovely shell of the body?
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What then is there to do? One can wish, which is, the poem's
logic tells us, already to fail, because by wishing we admit that we
do not yet possess what we so desire. In other words, it is truly an
absence only which we possess. And yet and yet, Williams ends
his poem, in a sentence whose characteristic ambiguities of syn-
tax keep cutting back and forth:
I wish we might might learn of an April of small
waves — deadly as all slaughter, that we shall die soon
enough, to dream of April, not knowing why we have
been struck down, heedless of what greater violence.
That is, if I read these lines correctly, with an eye on that
dash, that infinitive, and those particles, what Williams asks here
is why we can not learn that death is there for all of us regardless
of what we would wish otherwise. Moreover, the very idea of
resolution in death, the way we comfort ourselves, is by way of
an image of an unending dream of springtime itself. And here the
infinitive is crucial— to dream of April — for the very thing we wish
for in death is what death itself may deprive us of forever. Nor is
death the answer, for we shall never understand why the greater
violence of our own deaths (more final than any imagining of it)
had to be at all. In short, instead of rehearsing our own deaths in
the rumors of war and violence we are daily fed, Williams sug-
gests, why not read in the sea the eternal return of spring? For if
death is as real as eros, it follows that, conversely, eros must be as
real as death, and sweeter to dwell on.
If "The Birth of Venus" looks half forward to the later, med-
itative cadences of a poem like "Asphodel," the Williams so many
like because that Williams seems at least accessible, as if— after a
lifetime of fighting — the old revolutionary had stopped long
enough to sip a glass of orangeade and to dwell on his world —
the other half of the equation is to remember just how urgent-
sounding this poem really is. Ironically, the long lines themselves
do not slow the poem down, for there is a forward momentum to
them which works against the meditative form. It would take




HER BROWN CHECKED DRESS
I open the door to this room
flooded with childhood, just going about our business
my grandmother before the dresser mirror
curling iron in hand.
I am the girl, twirling on the tall footboard
just a kid, a punk
watching as a child watches, how long till supper
till sleep, till school. She is small,
she steps into a brown checked dress, smoothing it down
boney thing, hopeless
to look right, she says, giving it up, taking powder
to her face. My uncle's young
and in a frame
smiling as he never smiles. I am telling about
Vickie and what she said to Glenna
about that boy. We discuss it carefully, the way
chess is played
on a deeply shadowed porch. Midsummer, 1959
and I become a ghost to find her.
Here is my body.
Here are my useless shoes.
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WE DROVE
to the end of the world in a real
nice car, red upholstery
& the gasoline scent of childhood filling
the whole backseat with darkness
and lemonade and the drive-in already
starting, screen flicker
of power and bosom. Dad lifting the bright box
hero-voice
spurting into the old Chevy.
We had these pale pajamas, curling
sideways, we followed the beam
through its gaudy lifetime
blue greens focused
then blurred
a lady's red lips flung
open against the final second. We knew
nothing of this, or the moon's
double color, jouncing every which way
home, silent, half-
happy the thing over & sleep
a real one
taking off his hat, past railroad
dumps, houses here and there
glowing in the fields
Dad's filibuster of neighbors
and melancholy friends, the wide
roar, everything
winding down




LIKE A VOICE BEHIND A VOICE
I asked her what's wrong.
She said I don't know, I just
feel strange, and another said she's
probably hallucinating.
I work at this hospital twice a week
and I know the wrong things that
follow a simple conversation.
Some people feel the crush of space,
of things falling from space,
a piece of equipment, a meteor.
Maybe if you stood up I said.
Maybe if you went for a walk.
Outside I hear the sound of a metal bat,
I see the ball that never leaves the air.
It climbs over trees and meadows,
hills and factories, power lines and stacks.
I feel something in my hair,
she said, all tangled. Now
the sun and moon have traded
places. I can hear
the neurasthenic thrush,
the pedantic robin —
I can still hear the sound




Glass dust, crushed cans,
circles of blackened stones:
machine-age glamour
sleeps over the old railroad bed.
No one calls the boxcar home
anymore,
or sweeps the torn-up sidetrack.
A man lived there.
He ate alcohol,
and feared the small boys
under the iron trestle,
their matches and fireworks.
Now, no one.
Lonely o, the whistle
drawn off toward the Rockies,
the rest all consonants.
The grass goes on waving
farewell from the cinders,
miles of sharp-edged greens
troubled in unison
like seaweeds
or the nerves of one mind.
Whatever carries the heart along,
buoyant on emptiness,
black steam,
the waterfall of moments,
is not like water,
is not a river pouring through





He is as huge and dreadful and as green
As he has ever been. He is some color
Like coppery steel, his eyes some color
That is like gold, a wise metallic alloy
Of an animal that moves like light in grass.
The world is fine and smooth and clean and he
Is being stoked and stroked. The pure perfection
Of the turning world is as fine as it has
Ever been and then he is held and it is not
The same and he kicks. He struggles and he
Wants to jump but she has cut the pantaloons
Away from him and groomed and petted him
And made him well before and now some clear
Cold drop is forming a tear within
One eye. And he kicks at her and he would
Get away. I sense it burning him. I sense
That he will never see again and so does he.
But she would never do that to him. Never.
He is dropped down and fast as grass he glides
To the door to look up at a square of light
That is the screen, and yes, he can still see.
The world, it would appear, is a dreadful place.
Later he slips out and he returns in hours.
About sunset, grass scattered through his fur.
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LESSONS
The rind is thick as an old unabridged
you open up deep to reach meaning.
The sections are the same, some
close, some cleft, and definite.
You want each part
to be cool, and sweet, and wet.
When you leave the library
it has been raining. The swallows
are playing in the grass.
You are a counter in their game.
You move at a predictable rate.
You and a tree they may fly between
until you two meet.
Remember that they dart in morning sun
near the ash leaves
near the window.
And the orange when it separates
has arches like their wings.
You want each part
to be cool, and sweet, and wet.
One word must be swallow, swallow.
(?3
ADORATION OF THE ANCHOR
She hopes to hear a word from her,
A short small word to make her be
Alone in a more deserving way.
Never to make the sun come up
The sky more rose, or fewer clouds
To turn to wisps in truer sky.
But after that — the summer day —
She hopes to hear a word on that.
She turns a box of buttons, white
And bone, green, yellow, red, and
Ivory, one like a blackberry.
One like a flower, and up comes
An anchor, raised blue on white ground.
It came from nowhere. A sea of faith
Rolls over her. She adores
The anchor where she sits, in a
Sewing corner, in her small chair.
A light at the window splashes
Where the lawn sprinkler washes.
A wave of real faith colored blue
Rolls over her where she adores
The anchor, then lowers it down
Back into the sea whence it came.




I make my way down the back stairs
in the dark. I know
it sounds crude to admit it,
but I like to piss in the back yard.
You can be alone for a minute
and look up at the stars,
and when you return
everyone is there.
You get drunker and listen to records.
Everyone agrees.
The dead singers have the best voices.
At four o'clock in the morning,
the dead singers have the best voices.
And I can hear them now,
as I climb the stairs
in the dark I know.
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UNTITLED
Will I always be eleven,
lonely in this house,
reading books
that are too hard for me,
in the long fatherless hours.





still your strange elderly child.
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JOSEPH COME BACK AS THE DUSK
( 1950 - 1982 )
The house is cold. It's raining,
getting dark. That's Joseph
for you: it's that time
of the day again . . .
We had been drinking, strangely enough.
He left.
I thought, a walk —
It's lovely to walk.




The man in green with the white hat
is dressed for winter in blue.
At last, snow, flocked
like cotton, like something not quite real
comes down —
so little wind you feel the pull,
as of apples, the weight of body
toward the knees —
Hark! the Herald Angels Sing,
the bells announce, the trumpets, the wings,
everything lifted, raised —
Down below, the grass is green, the walks
are wet, the people are carrying gloves
and bright umbrellas —
Not the flash, the blinding light, the tongues,
as of fire, but the coming to see,
on the edge of a warm winter,
like this
(it could have snowed,
the book said).
a shortened but lengthening day —
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Coming to see, one feels less seen,
less haloed, held, more fallen
like snow turned rain
to earth to peace to mercy
to all that rages that aches that cries
that whimpers that turns that catches




from an Annunciation by Simone Martini
He has left the sky, hungry for earth. The broken
branches in his hands and hair smell of wilderness.
Her chair is inlaid with geometrical stars.
A fluted vase of lilies stands on the marble floor.
He was meant for this errand. She has always tried
to make a heaven. Neither has ever been at home.
His pheasant wings fold back. Her mouth and eyes narrow.
She keeps a thumb in the book. She draws in the gold hem
of her veil to cover her bare neck. Love won't stop.
She is folding inward as the diligent words,
visible, travel the space from the angel's mouth,
passing through the lilies, filling with their fragrance.
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DROP EVERYTHING
from an Annunciation by Tintoretto
Broken lumber in the back yard. Stucco falls
away from the brick. Inside, straw hangs down
beneath the raveled chair seat, the spinning is
interrupted, laundry all over the place
and mending. A small book has dropped from her hands —
large hands, not meant for needle and thread. The book
will slip from her heavy thigh. She has been trying
to read in these surroundings. Gabriel, arms
reaching out, sails right in the door. Down through the
transom a throng of flying babies streams like
a school of dolphins led by the white dove.
She is bowled over. A silent moment.
The two almost laugh in the humming light. Then




Emerson thought the bride had one eye
Boring into the dark cellar. You stand
In the tub shaking powder over your shoulders.
The neighborhood is busy.
It is like anxiety: housepainters dressed in white.
Two hold a ladder while the third climbs.
Drenched in sunlight they are blind travelers
In a vertical landscape of cut ivory.
On my mother's verandah the addled missionary drinks tea.
She says
That in India if a child is bitten
By a cobra, the villagers leave at the site
A saucer of milk and hibiscus flowers. She says
That in India there is fur on a struck bell
Like fur on a bee. A toad eats a fly.
A toad sleeps. Out in the cistern
There is the great gone stomach of algae.
While the missionary speaks, we drag
An open sheet of newspaper behind us, we rise
And then kneel, with a spade we are burying
The heads of sunfish in the roots of rosebushes.
It will feed the flowers. Emerson thought
His bride
Had her one eye on the cool hams in the cellar.
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Later, on a walk, we stand on a train trestle
And hold each other:
We are lost watching the hot track reach back
Under the flowering trees, the track
Has white pollen on it to the vanishing point.
It is unsustainable in the long day.
Cattle cars rattling by at sunset.
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Sandra McPherson
FROM MY NOTEBOOK, CAPE COD
When Eve found a patch of shells
On the usually bare beach,
Or a gullet of crushed glass and rock of several colors.
Turquoise and black and glittery.
Then Eve felt good again.
I am dependent —
Without touching these things,
I haven't enough shell and bird in me
Day after day to be content.
What is most spiritual? I ask a gray and healthy friend.
Who answers:
In January when the rain and snow
Return this shore to a fishing village,
Minor miracles occur.
Another friend, young, with cancer:
Oh it's a place of desolation,
Plastic, metal, a desert where a swamp was drained,
Where nothing can grow:
That is most spiritual.
In April morning light
Both describe a joy
So different.
Unpossessiveness can be content that way.
But a magnate when he dies
Will haunt
Which of his homes?
For me most spiritual is when I walk out to the edge of town,
Beside the melt-rim of the snow.
White grass rebounding in the sun.





In the picture he looks like anyone, fishing,
intent on the prospects of one pure line of thought
as though he's holding on to some great
kite that will lift him.
You had met him before at the docks once or twice,
a summer kid, you said, named Jim.
But how he happened to look for you that day,
lonely for talk, wandering around
where he thought you might live,
so that when you came out of your rented room,
heavy with news of your best friend dead
and the afternoon was gone and the evening
gone and the stars and the gutted street —
he was waiting there and took you,
he took you up in his small arms.
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DISTINGUISHED FLYING CROSS
Who thought then I would hold this in my hand?
Then, I had no hands.
Then I was a thought, faceless, recurring,
some idea of home
that kept his plane from falling.
And everywhere below him
home appeared. Between him
and what he sighted — carriers, islands —
home was the throat that opened in the air
as the load dropped, homing, as he flew away.
Now I have found it, cross he never mentioned.
Eve opened the box, let out the government smell.
Life line, line of happiness — runway in my palm
where a father wants to land.
Little plane in my hand, what are you the shadow of?
Viewed from what height, and how shall I get down?
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Giovanni Raboni
FALSE AND TENDENTIOUS NEWS
"Cold in Europe, darkness over Italy. Power is
repugnant, like the hands of a barber" . . .
Osip Mandelstam
1
Even this evening, after supper, we talked about the quality of
the soil.
Was it really soil from Morgiate?
If so, we'd done very badly to sign.
Someone, saying soil, was confused.
(In dream: evidence: the boots:
rubber maybe, maybe black,
with rust spots and blood like an old pocket knife.)
(And around one, when
the angel of kerosene bangs the mica shutters,
it began raining in the darkness
harder and harder, farther off,
separating soles from topsoil,
loosening topsoil into clods, clods to mud.)
2
Staying in the country I live my death.
Hanging from the trestles, flower beds,
from the roots of the wisteria, the rays of the wheel,
I'm waiting (the jar of Nescafe
within reach, the flint
between the fingers of my toes)
for the archangel Calabresi to descend and judge me.
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3
The topic, unfortunately, came up at five o'clock.
We didn't know much, the telephone was out of order,
the carrier pigeons closely watched.
Someone, returning from the country, told
about having caught a glimpse of stable boys, dwarves, hands.
It was then (there are still some who regret it,
who embroider crests of chains unconsciously)
that together, trembling, we began to doubt
seditiously the word of the constable.
4
One thing, and this is it: the lesson's well taken.
If our levity is written on the trees
we'll erase it with our teeth,
we'll swallow names and bark.
To no one does it any longer occur to start screaming




They say he spends the days
wearing pyjamas, a robe. To those
who advise him to go out, to move around otherwise
his muscles, at his age, will atrophy, his joints
lock up, he responds
with a sweet slow smile.
2
Cavern, bunker, mucus membrane,
dusted books which no one
will read or disarrange,
huge screen measured in millimeters of concentration,
of introjection — and ought
to turn it off, get dressed, risk his skin,
in the muddled air, filled with pollen.
3
He goes so slowly, so wearily to the window
to see whether it's still snowing, continuing
in the luminous darkness, there, outside
the infantile disaster of the world.
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HOSPITAL INTERNS
— for Bartolo Cattafi
1
. . . the heartbeat
as always when I'm waiting
to leave on a trip — it won't be,
I tell myself, very different from death,
yours for example on the splicing screen
courted, brooded over as an egg,
discussed among friends night after night




radiant, the sick man, the sick boy trying to dribble past
the goalie of death
helped by the fantastic number of minutes in a day,
of days in a life . . .
3
"Don't leave me alone." And, "If you only knew
how much good it's done me!"
And again, from the half-closed
door, as we walk contrite
through the white space of the corridor:
"Thanks. I'll be expecting you!"
Ah, poor friend, what more will there be
for us to expect? I see
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you looking for your glasses, slowly, careful
not to cut off the oxygen line,
to avoid bottles, medicine — and
there now, glasses on your nose searching
in the dusk, adoring
the decrepit body of light,
the last bits and snatches of glimmers from the corners .
nothing, nothing more to expect . . .
and yet I know (know
that you're dead, I know it)
you're still a persona, an astute
labyrinth where life
enters and exits, a monument
of little revolving mirrors, a delicate
machine, stupendous . . . How much life
in your having pulled through,
in spite of the odds,
in the gravel, in the thorns of your breath . . .
AFTERWARD
1
Drawn in chalk as it is
on the sidewalk, the world cancels itself.
I see myself losing blows, and pity
the investigator brought to justice, the state trooper on the rise.
2
With the levity of one who dreams of being alive
after the click of the hammer
I tear off cellophane, darkness
of an Arabian morning, shimmering.
3
I wake for you, not for the light.
In the mechanical forest the jackrabbits
jump around; turning in its fleshy vortex:
the peacock's enormous point of honor.
translated by Stuart Friebert and Vinio Rossi
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TRIPTYCH, MIDDLE PANEL BURNING
I.
It happened that my uncle liked to take my hand in his
and with the other seize
the electric cow-fence: a little rural
humor, don't get me wrong,
no way child abuse. He
took the voltage first
and besides it only slaps and never burns,
or even seems to bother,
the cows. It's merely a small snake
flying up your arm (it feels most
peculiar at the first wrist) across
your shoulders (there's a slight
buzzing, though, still in your top
vertebra) and down
the other until it — the shock — explodes
at the end of each of your five free
fingertips. Thank you, uncle.
You made sure I'd never murder — not
after they fried the guys who deserved it
in the movies. Society, and I, thank you.
You also kept me from the mental hospitals
when that was all in fashion — for fear
of the electrodes to my temples. And thus,
you saved me and my insurance carriers
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some money so we could buy more goods,
which is good for all of us. Thanks. I count
it as a normal childhood, so prosaic
the traumas — say, a live, for several hours,
Japanese beetle wedged beneath a cast
on a broken arm — that only once did I fully believe
in God: when He clearly punished me
for a stupid and embarrassing act
of cruelty. I liked it fine alone
amidst the asunder of a purely American loneliness:
a decline of the conscience simultaneous
with the instinctual conscience of a child's
trying to form. It was 1955
and America was as arrogant as it ever gets,
we'd polished off a few wars, a lot
of our fathers were gone for good
and we were ready for what matters: lucra-
tive employ, bomb shelters, a few scoots
in the bank, babies, a fat Sunday
dinner. Art didn't matter much, so what,
nor generosity. We, as a nation, earned
our ignorance and the right to pass it on.
— These memories are so banal and so sweet
they almost attack me: How I survived
a pitchfork tossed at my chest, how I survived
(with more difficulty) algebra's Xs and Ys,
how the hayfields hid me, how the perfume-bottle-cleaved
smell of a fresh-plowed field or a field
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after first thin snowfall spread
with hot manure made me feel perfectly
alive. Even what died
did not bother me — I understood
that simple reality. When I came across
the severed head — a neat powder-burned
pencil-sized hole between its wide eyes — and legs,
and entrails, and tail of a beef-cow I'd fed
through a spring, summer, and winter,
I understood. I knew where stew-meat
and flank steak came from, and though
I liked that Angus I was pleased
to see that, in fact, they do have three stomachs.
Her face, I admit, looked surprised — not
bloody and so neatly severed — and I tested
its heaviness to see if I could carry it,
under my arm, to school. I even understood
and appreciated the meatflies' swarm
and ecstasy. I poked the bellies
with a stick — they were blue — and figured
it was time to smoke the cigar I'd filched
somewhere. As I said, it was a normal
childhood, but still I was astounded
by ignorance — my own — and by what I guessed
was missing. What America stressed was: engineers
we need; money, happy, and otherwise it don't matter
so long as you don't cause trouble. — Once
1 saw the near-idiot neighbor boy rape
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a chicken, killing it, and judging
by the noise, causing it great pain as well.
He never felt so smart and I could tell
he liked being in charge, knowing what, for once,
he was doing. Later, he told his father
it was the fox come again and could he kill it
too? His father sadly and savagely beat him
with a rake. I thought I could teach
this boy to read — until he set the books on fire.
It was never that I ever thought: what
am J doing here, me, one of the sensitives,
it was more: this is exactly where I do
belong: this is it as it truly exists,
and when I would stare into the coals
after a family barbeque the dull orange glow
seemed to me as beautiful as color
ever gets. The mid-summer evening chill
would descend on my arms and not once
did I ever fear death, or life. Hay-smell
was everywhere. Lord Jesus, we had the third-best
water in these United States, two wars over,
my sweet father still intact,
my mother strong and never
oppressed, — and yet I knew something was wrong
as well as I knew something was right.
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II.
Is true that you get born dumb and bald as a ball-
peen hammer and as bald
and dumb you expire. So it's. Inbetween,
you choose to live in a manner you can live with,
you build what you can build, and you learn,
as Mr. Stevens says, you learn to reject
the trash. And down it goes here: the rage
and ugly of that trash, the noisome,
the suppuration and putrid, that which will not
do. Like a bad black piece of cheese you want to give back:
All the lies and crooked imaginings — as green,
loose, and valuable as duck drops, all the sad
homilies, like noses with a thousand pustules, pustules
on top of pustules (like folding campcups):
the knitting needles plunged into your ear
to quiet the mind's terrible machines,
the singular obsessions endlessly revised: the design
of a mummy case, all that business
about the Sandman, how he puts you to sleep
(who wouldn't under dunes of it?)
and then coins like sandbags piled up
against false flood: you have to pass it back
to your fathers, your slaves, to your baby bonnets
deranged — so that the bad half
of an idiot savant you won't be: you have to pass it back,
not on: all the fat and artless, all
the creative unable to escape a niggardly self,
all the art of brilliant solipsism, all scrofulous
associations with /me wine or haute couture
and the attendant doily-like sophistication,
the exclusives beating the poor to death
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with crystal fingerbowls, spearing
them with diamond stickpins: the humiliation
of poverty: you must
give it back — no man nor woman should feel
it — like a hypodermic needle plunged
into the cheek and then broken off
at skin level, and then another and another
until there's a beard of them, a physical
humiliation: no one should be forced
to bake bread with scraps and burnt matches:
nothing like Odium Dei do I call for,
only some way to say to each other: a higher
power controls me and I invented it to be gentler
than yours — my power gentler than yours!: I say
what I reject most is adamant self-justification
and love — in all their costumes,
those cruel constructions of suet: I spit
on the lapel of a pompous man because he robs
another of self and himself of dignity, I spit
on the lugubrious surveyors of personal internal
disaster areas calling for Federal help,
the self-hagiographers, those who crush
the blooming milt's possibilities in the same way
every (every!) kindergarten — vessel for shame — child
in America is told and told again to imagine
that imagination is something to be dispensed
with: I'm rattling with rage over what I simply
want to reject: not only the wearing
of your victim's toes and ears around your neck
but also the position you must put him in
to take them, not only dread but also its rancid
chopping block with blood pounded
into its grain, not only the cruelty
of inarticulated love, or sex, but also selfishness
of tongues, not only colossal indifference
but also its cause, not only shark attacks but also
their really rubber teeth: I won't
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accept it anymore, I reject
it: the cruelty of aggression and the cruelty
of withdrawal, love with a hard bark
on it, a grueling insistence on form,
loverboy, greasy mongrels of the groin — let me
be not distant, nor man nor woman from me,
let me not need to write palinode after palinode,
let me take rage and divide it
again and again until is left one grain upon my palm
to blow away — cruelty and stupidity — and soon
I shall be out of a great pit, soon
I will crawl its slimy walls
out, fierce toeholds holding, little helpful
hooks my fingernails — it's got to be rejected:
blueprints too blue, architects building houses
conceived for peasants to live in
while they build mansions for generals, the peasants'
gruel and its lumps accepted as course,
the beautiful verses filled
with vermin, the sad devotion of flagellants,
the stupefacients fed us daily,
the quotidian humiliations and the rare
humiliations, all that which causes
the terrors, the bloody taciturnity, all
the blink-blown irrevocable severings. . . .
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If there are, each day, terrors
we have to live with
let them be: that we fail to make
something (anything , in whatever
realm: a new lilypad,
a way to line one extra belly
with nutrients, a tool
to scan and receive the vision of God);
and, of course, of course: that we not
be able to love.
III.
It's clear: a future, there should be
a future. Once I was (I was!) drawn to,
devotedly, the recondites of death,
another side. I thought it absorbing
and only didn't like that I could go there only
one-way. It was a thrill to hit 100 m.p.h., slam
my eyes, and count off seconds: 3, 4, 5,
while standing harder on the pedal — a kind
of sad, athletic exercise. No longer
do I indulge in that. In fact, I'd like back
those doltish days wasted
in pursuit of erasure. But in that longing
there is no fruit: blanks gone
are gone, the seeds in the doom-rattle
settle — silent, level. What shivers
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of loathing that remain are lifebuoys clanging
happily above a reef's razors. . . . It's enough
that I have waived the hard slide
down a frozen chute. There's no need to hurry
it — oblivion — since for us it comes
on its own time: passive, patient, neverminding
our white and bloody knees.
I won't listen to poems anymore
about the other side and its sweetnesses
(their original points which I missed?)
nor do I care about the obvious or bland
alternatives: O a little house, a piece of land;
I'd like to own nothing but my heart-bone
banging, banging, born of anything.
I don't want a little wife, I want a big
wife and I want our baby
dancing with Daddy alert as an eland,
dancing with Daddy divested of fear,
dancing with Daddy, lucidly, lucidly, clear.
Of the past I cannot change one hair.
The future I cannot invent and should be heedful
even in my dreaming of it.
It is like this: the speaker in a life
has the day in which he speaks — and that
is a raging bloom-sodden abundance: a dilated sky
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crammed with air (but with outer-
zoned, infinity-harking edges eaten
by Zyklon X, rems, megatons . . .) wholly
breathable, the heart and lungs perpetual
machines ready to run, eyelids lifting
like birds off cool water. . . . One can choose
to live on this orb or die
on it: between the two
I am no longer shredded. — In a papery pinnace,
a twine-bound flyboat I circled
a teetering globe: a long winter chewing
my shoes at Port Famine, several months tapping
my cane around Isla Desolation, a hundred
heated nights huddling through dead
calms. The best burning ground I leased,
piled the faggots chin high (powdered with resin,
soaked in pitch) tortured and confessed
and invited a crowd to my own at-the-stake;
my own buboes, blisters I abetted,
and blaines . . . Quenchless, I stood
berating no one (a flat pan of warm-
as-bathwater bay before me) berating what I could see
of the moon and, yes, the night itself.
Pure peroration, my head shaved
and with a bull's eye painted
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on my bitten skull. ... If there was an answer
I could not hear it.
Supercilious, blind and writhing
like a maggot in a hogshead of filet mignon
I said: Bring it down, loose your toothiest landslide.
Lord, for I want it. I'll take all the aches
you have, give it to me open-bore
and wide-pattern—so I can go . . . But,
but for whatever reason my pieces
were not snatched up by Whosoever's Talons
and dropped on the rocks washed pale
by bird dust. For whatever reason was offered,
and I took: manumission, a sliver
at first, then a wider crack, then wider
into which I wedged my bony hip, and then more
open, like an O, a circle, not
a zero, and there was one whiff
of sweet air. It was not, I repeat, it was not
a paradise I got a glimpse of, it was of this
world, an incessant reality, a multi-edged
wholeness. And it will do. It will do.
It was not for lack of trying I did not die.
Wavering, the patient suddenly
took a turn towards better, the crinkling
oxygen tent filled with blue light
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(in a bearded God I don't believe,
nor in the crows who serve him) — there was just
a little light: electrical, metaphysical,
mizzling on a thousand pinpoints;
no symbol like an X burned my forehead,
there was a coin of light; no voice inside
or further inside, not one choirboy did appear,
it was only a light made up of particles of light,
it was just a black table soaked
in light and then the black broke down,
split apart, dispersed with a purpose — like drops
of blood borne off a battlefield
on the backs of ants, and following: rain.
That there be a future is a choice.




I stand like some country crow across the street
from the Romanian Synagogue on Rivington Street
singing songs about Moldavia and Bukovina.
I am a walking violin, screeching
a little at the heights, vibrating a little
at the depths, plucking sadly on my rubber guts.
It's only music that saves me. Otherwise
I would be keeping the skulls forever, otherwise
I would be pulling red feathers from my bloody neck.
It's only music, otherwise I would be white
with anger or giving in to hatred
or turning back to logic and religion —
the Brahms Concerto, hills and valleys of gold,
the mighty Kreuzer, rubies piled over rubies,
a little Bartok, a little ancient Bach —
but more for the thin white tablecloths under the trees
than for Goga and his Christians,
and more for the red petticoats and the cold wine and the garlic
than the railroad station and the submachine guns,
and more for the little turn on Orchard Street
and the life of sweetness and more for the godly Spanish
and the godly Chinese lined up for morning prayers,
and much much more for the leather jackets on sticks
and the quiet smoke
and the plush fire escapes,
and much much more for the silk scarves in the windows
and the cars in the streets
and the dirty invisible stars —
Yehudi Menuhin
wandering through the hemlocks.
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Jascha Heifetz
bending down over the tables,
the great Stern himself
dragging his heart from one ruined soul to another.
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TWO TREES
This is where I reach for the scarlet bud
and this is where I snap the little chicken claw
twenty feet from the water. Daylight has come
to the Iowa River amidst the blaring of horns
and the frantic splashing across the bridge. I stand
on the northeast corner in the upper branches
of two interlocking maples. I am engaged
in a ritual silence. I am listening to leaves
and flowers come. I look into the river
for backward spills and eddies, I look into the hills
for dreams and losses. There are two silver maples
half-buried in water, starting to bud; there is
the shadow of pigeons under me; there is
a path with stones and a golden willow. I live
for this silence now. I stay in the tree. I think
like a bird for five or ten minutes. I see the cloud
on the water, I see the food. There is a Japanese
tulip tree a minute away from the river
half-sitting in a sea of petals, there is
a day or two left, the weather is cold, I walk
like a man, like a human being, through the curled flowers,
I almost can't stand the beauty, the insides are white,
the color is in the veins, they are like onions
when you tear them apart, there is an odor; my house
is eighty yards away, I go there to think
and write, I put the blossoms down, I live there
beside them for two or three days, I line them up
on my table, it is my void, a dancing table,
a plastic cover, with other blossoms, some of them
floating as if they were seeds, it is the only
void I know, the only emptiness.
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NOHARA: Field, plain, praine, tundra, moor, wilderness.
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